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UNIT 1
 

LIGHTS-GENERAL
EX1 

Match the terms with their translation. Define the terms:

Stepping-up transformer
Filament
Rectifier
Amplifier
Iron core
Primary winding
Wiring diagram

EX2 

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words:

1) z 4)k 5 t riz, 6 bl
7 nt n ns 8 nd p nd ntli 9)s pla

Independently, comprise, internal, potable, compartment, lavatories, portable 
maintenance, supply, external, common, depend

EX3

Read and translate the text

LIGHTS-GENERAL

The aircraft lighting system provides internal and external illumination. The 
lighting system comprises the following subsystems : cockpit lights cabin lights 
cargo and service compartment lights exterior lights emergency lights. 

The cockpit lighting system consists of general and instrument illumination. 

The cabin lighting system provides illumination of the entry areas, the cabin, the 
lavatories, the galleys and the attendant work areas. 
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The cargo and service compartment lighting system provides illumination of 
the cargo and service compartments. Electrical outlets are also provided for 
portable maintenance light connection. 

Exterior L

The exterior lighting system provides illumination of runway, taxiway, logo, 
engine air intake and wing leading edge for ice detection, navigation and anti 

The emergency lighting system provides illumination of the cabin, and the exit 
signs, if the main lighting system fails. EPSUs (Emergency Power Supply 
Units) supply electrical power independently from the aircraft power supply.

EX 4

Find the English equivalents to the following:

EX5

Answer the questions:

1.What subsystems does the aircraft illumination comprise?

2. What do the cockpit lights illuminate?

3. Which areas are lit in the cabin?

4.What are the electrical outlets in the cargo and service compartments provided 
for?

5. Which exterior objects are illuminated by the exterior lights?

EX6

Retell the text.
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UNIT 2 

COCKPIT LIGHTS
COCKPIT LIGHTS-DESCRIPTION

EX1

Translate the words and word combinations into Russian: 

General and instrument illumination, entry areas, the cabin, the lavatories,
electrical outlets, engine air intake, wing leading edge, for ice detection, anti 

EX2 

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words

n r l 2) s s 3) kw pm nd ke nz 5)fl d 6) p n 7)
w v  8)k l 9) 10 d stl 11)r  12 pl m nt ri 13) la
14 n  15 r bl 16 n 

Equipment, surface, permit, whatever, console, pedestal, blood, rear 
supplementary, allow, miniature, variable, halogen, general, indications, ensure,
inscription, flood, minimum.

EX3

What do these abbreviations stand for? Match them with the translation:

1)RH
2)CAPT
3)LH
4)FCU
5)F/O
6)EPSU

a)Flight Control Unit
b)Left hand
c)Emergency Power
Supply Unit
d)Captain
e)First officer
f)Right Hand

EX4

Translate the verbs, use them in sentences of your own:

To permit\ to be permitted
To comprise \to be comprised
To ensure \to be ensured
To fit\to be fitted

To locate \to be located
To allow \to be allowed
To supply \to be supplied
To generate\to be generated
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Read and translate the text:

COCKPIT LIGHTS

COCKPIT LIGHTS-DESCRIPTION

The cockpit light system consists of:

general lighting of cockpit panel, instruments and work surfaces,

integral lighting of panels and instruments,

test system for annunciator lights,

dimming system for annunciator lights.

The light system permits to see all equipment details, all inscriptions and 
indications easily, whatever the level of darkness. It is especially used at night 
for check lists.

The cockpit light system comprises: cockpit lighting: dome lights, panel and 
instrument lighting: flood lights and lamps, work surface lighting: reading 
lights, console lighting: lamps, integral lighting of VU panels and instruments, 
lighting of annunciators and pushbuttons. 

There are also two electrical outlets in the cockpit.

DESCRIPTION

Flood Lighting

The flood lighting of captain, first officer and centre main instrument panels is 
ensured by four lights, located under the glareshield. A flood light located on 
the overhead panel is used to illuminate the instruments and panels on the 
pedestal.

The CAPT, F/O and Centre lights illuminate only the instruments and the 
placards located in four zones of the main instrument panel (CAPT, LH 
CENTRE, RH CENTRE, F/O).

NOTE: In electrical emergency configuration, the lighting of the CAPT and LH 
CENTRE zones remains available. The pedestal flood light swivels towards the 
rear of the pedestal.

Reading Lights

The captain and the first officer reading lights are fitted on the upright of the 
cockpit side windows. Supplementary reading lights are located on the overhead 
panel.

EX5
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The CAPT and F/O reading lights swivel in order to illuminate the captain and 
first officer sliding tables, the consoles and the ceiling if necessary. The 
supplementary reading lights swivel.

Panel/Inst Integral Lighting

The panel and instrument integral lighting allow the crew to read the 
corresponding indications during night flights or flights in stormy conditions.

This integral lighting consists of miniature lamps supplied by AC power from 
lighting controllers.

There are 3 independent controllers to supply integral lighting of

the overhead panel,

the instrument panels, consoles and the centre pedestal.

glareshield and FCU (Flight Control Unit).

Each controller generates a variable low voltage current source with high 
intensity (from 0 to 5 Volts).

Dome Light System

The cockpit lighting consists of two dome lights. Each dome light has four 
halogen long life lamps.

NOTE: In electrical emergency configuration, the Dome light of the F/O side 
remains available, provided the dome light control is not set to OFF.

Console Lighting

Each console, briefcase and associated floor area are illuminated. Three lights 
are used for each console lighting and one for each briefcase lighting. Four 
lights, fitted at the base of CAPT and F/O seats, are used for floor lighting

EX6

Find the English equivalents for the following word combinations: 

 ,  

c
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.

EX7

Answer the following questions:

1.How many subsystems does the cockpit light system consist of? What are 
they?

2.What is the function of the cockpit light system?

3. What lights does the system comprise?

4. Where are they located in the cockpit?

5. What is the function of each light?

6. Which lamps are used for their operation?

EX 8

Translate the sentences into English:

3.

4.

EX 9

Put 5 questions to each sentence:
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1. The panel and instrument integral lighting allow the crew to read the 
corresponding indications during night flights or flights in stormy 
conditions.

2. A flood light located on the overhead panel is used to illuminate the 
instruments and panels on the pedestal.

3. The light system permits to see all equipment details, all inscriptions and 
indications easily, whatever the level of darkness.

EX 10.

Make sure you know the translation of the words and word combinations

a) general lighting, integral lighting, annunciator lights, dimming system, dome 
light, glareshield, flood light, overhead panel, emergency configuration, 
placards, to swivel towards the rear of the pedestal, on the upright of the cockpit 
side windows, supplementary reading lights, sliding table, ceiling, to read 
corresponding indications, low voltage current source, long life lamps, console 
lighting, briefcase.
b)  RH CAPT LH FCU F/O EPSU
c) Equipment, surface, permit, whatever, console, pedestal, blood, rear 
supplementary, allow, miniature, variable, halogen, general, indications, ensure, 
inscription, flood, minimum

EX11
Retell the text

EX12
Topics for further research:

1.Types of lamps used for interior lighting. 
Capacity/efficiency/durability.
2.Incidents and accidents caused by interior lighting failure.
3.Interior lighting maintenance and repair, safety precautions.

UNIT 3

COCKPIT LIGHTS 

OPERATION
EX1

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words:
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1) bl 2) s t 3) g r 4) æmb nt 5) v lt 6) k r nt 7) n n e t 8)
stæt 9) nt fe s 10) a d nt k l 11) b lb 12) nstr m nt 13) 14) a

15) sw vl

Interface, rheostat, though, current, readable, gear, voltage, annunciator,
identical, bulb, instrument, through, hour, swivel, circuit, ambient, currant.

EX2

What do these abbreviations stand for? Match them with the translation:

1)INT LT/DOME
2)BRT
3)VDC
4)C/B
5)DIM

a) Dimmed
b) Circuit breaker
c)Voltage direct current
d)Bright
e) Interior light dome

EX3

Translate the verbs, use them in sentences of your own:

To decrease / to be decreased
To lose / to be ?
To deliver/ to be delivered
To indicate / to be indicated
To provide/ to be porvided

To equip / to be equipped
To swivel / to be swiveled
To mount / to be mounted
To belong/ ?

EX 4

Study the grammar rule. Select the verbs typical for the technical English. Learn 
how to use the underlined verbs:

Verbs which cannot be used in the passive voice
Intransitive verbs

Intransitive verbs (verbs that do not take an object) cannot be passive. For this 
reason, the following sentences have no passive equivalents:

We arrived home late at night.

Did you sleep well?

He was running too fast.
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Certain state verbs are not used in the passive even if they are transitive. 
Examples of such verbs are: belong, have (own), lack, resemble, suit etc. The 
following sentences cannot be made passive:

Joanne has two brothers.

Does this bag belong to you?

Unfortunately, Friday doesn't suit me.

Remember that some state verbs also have active meanings (e.g. measure, fit 
and weigh). If these verbs are used with the active meaning, they can be 
passive:

The truck weighed 2.5 tons. (Its weight was 2.5 tons.) (active sentence, stative 
meaning, cannot be made passive)

They weighed the truck before and after loading the cargo. (They measured its 
weight.) (active sentence, active meaning, can be made passive)

The truck was weighed before and after loading the cargo. (passive sentence)

There are state verbs which can normally be passive: 

Nothing is known about the thief.

She is loved by all her friends.

I have the feeling I've been misunderstood. 

Verbs which are always passive

Some verbs are used almost exclusively in the passive voice:

He was born into a wealthy family.

When your order is shipped, we will send you a confirmation e-mail.

The victims were hospitalised immediately.

The room was strewn with books and magazines.

The area is mainly populated by families with small children.

Active verbs with a passive meaning

Some verbs are used in the active form with a passive meaning:

The company's new phone doesn't sell as well as the last one. (Fewer people 
buy it.)

The sign on the door read "No entry". (That is what you read on it.)

Certain state verbs
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The trousers have been mended, and now the hole doesn't show. (It can't be 
seen.)

Active gerunds after need, require and want also have passive meanings:

The walls need painting. (They should be painted.)

Liquid nitrogen requires careful handling. (It should be handled carefully.)

The dog wants feeding. (It should be fed.)

Passive verbs with an active meaning

Some verbs can be used in the passive form with an active meaning:

My parents are retired now. (My parents have retired.)

Are you finished yet? (Have you finished yet?)

Those days are gone. (Those days have gone.)

EX5

Read and translate the text:

DOME LIGHTS-OPERATION

The INT LT/DOME switch 14LE with 3 positions (OFF, DIM, BRIGHT) 
located on the overhead control and indicating panel 25VU controls the two 
dome lights. Each dome light has four halogen long lasting lamps.

1. Normal Operation

When the INT LT/DOME switch 14LE is in the BRT position: 

- the dome light in 453VU is supplied with 28VDC from busbar 601PP through 
circuit breaker 3LE on the rear C/B panel 122VU.

-the dome light in 452VU is supplied with 28VDC from essential busbar 401PP 
through circuit breaker 1LE on the overhead C/B panel 49VU.

When the switch is in the DIM position the light intensity decreases.

In the BRT position, the lights are supplied in parallel and in the DIM position
they are supplied in series by groups of two.

2. Emergency Lighting

If the busbar 601PP is lost, only the dome light in 452VU on the cockpit right
side remains on. It is supplied by essential busbar 401PP through circuit breaker 
1LE.
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In this configuration, the 3 positions: OFF, DIM and BRT of the switch 14LE

are operational.

CONSOLE AND FLOOR LIGHTING OPERATION

Four lights are used for the lighting of each console (3 for the console itself and 
1 for the briefcase).

The associated floor lighting consists of four lights fitted at the base of the 
Captain and First Officer seats.

(1) Captain Console And Floor Lighting

The CONSOLE/FLOOR switch 15LE with
controls the 28VDC supply to these lighting systems.

The switch is located on the Captain lighting/loud speaker control panel 301VU. 
The normal busbar 103PP supplies the 8 lights through the circuit breaker 5LE 
located on the rear circuit breaker panel 122VU.

(2) First Officer Console And Floor Lighting

controls the 28VDC supply to these lighting systems. The switch is located on 
the F/O lighting/loud speaker control panel 500VU.The normal busbar 204PP 
supplies the 8 lights through the circuit breaker 4LE located on the rear circuit 
breaker panel 122VU.

INSTRUMENT PANEL LIGHTING AND READING LIGHTS-OPERATION

INSTRUMENT PANEL LIGHTING

Three lights 36LE (First Officer), 37LE (Captain) and 38LE (center) provide the 
ambient lighting of the Captain, First Officer and center main instrument panels.

They are installed under the glareshield and illuminate only the instruments and 
the placards located on four zones of the main instrument panels:

2 zones at the ends of the main instrument panels, 301VU and 500VU,

2 zones on the center instrument panel:

One on the left side which has the emergency equipment, one on the right side 
which has items of equipment such as the landing gear control lever, clock, the 
landing gear control and indicating panel 402VU etc.

The single control dual rheostat 35LE located on the center pedestal on the 
FLOOD LT/INTEG LT panel 111VU controls these lights:
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The first rheostat controls: 

The brightness of the 11.5W halogen lamps of the First Officer light

36LE:

the section of the center instrument panel light 38LE which illuminates the 
right zone. The normal busbar 103PP supplies the lamps with 28VDC through 
circuit breaker 2LE located on rear circuit breaker panel 122VU.

The second rheostat controls:

The brightness of the 11.5W halogen lamps of the Captain light 37LE and the 
section of the center instrument panel light 38LE which illuminates the left zone 
(standby equipment).

READING LIGHTS

Captain And First Officer Reading Lights

The two reading lights are fitted on the upright of the side windows of the 
cockpit. They swivel and illuminate the sliding tables of the Captain and First 
Officer, the consoles and the ceiling if necessary.

Each reading light has:

a 11.5W, 28V halogen bulb of the long lasting type (2000 hours),

a variable diameter diaphragm to reduce or increase the lighted surface (the 
diameter varies from 100 mm to 350 mm).

NOTE: Very often this light is named incorrectly as map light.

Supplementary Reading Light (First Officer)

The supplementary reading light 29LE is equipped with a long lasting halogen 
lamp and swivels. The READING LT rheostat 30LE is used to control the 
reading light brightness.

Center Pedestal Light

The center pedestal light
swivels towards the rear of the pedestal.

The FLOOD LT/PED rheostat 28LE is used to control the light brightness.

Second Supplementary Reading Light (Captain)
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The installation of the second supplementary reading light 29LE in 54VU, its 
power supply (103PP) and control (rheostat 30LE) are identical to those of the 
first supplementary reading light.
PANEL/ INST INTEGRAL LIGHTING-OPERATION

The panel and instrument integral lighting allow the crew to read the
corresponding indications during night flights or flights in stormy conditions. 
This integral lighting consists of miniature lamps supplied by AC power from 
lighting controllers.

There are 3 independent controllers to supply integral lighting of

the overhead panel,

the instrument panels, consoles and the centre pedestal.

glareshield and FCU (Flight Control Unit).

Each controller generates a variable low voltage current source with high 
intensity (from 0 to 5 Volts).

ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT TEST AND DIMMING-DESCRIPTION 

General

lights in the cockpit. The current is delivered by the 115V/5V transformers. 
Each light is parted in two sections; each one has two 5V bulbs. An annunciator 
light test switch permits illumination of all annunciators and therefore check of 
all lights.

Switch 33LP

A switch with 3 positions: DIM, BRT, TEST is located on the overhead control
and indicating panel 25VU.

System Description

Miniature lamps (115 mA, 5VAC) are used for the lighting of the annunciator 
lights mounted on the panels and instruments in the cockpit. A relay (system) or 
internal contacts (ca
control illumination of each annunciator light. Four different busbars: AC1 
supply: 103XP, AC2 supply: 202XP, 115VAC STAT INV BUS: 901XP. 
Essential supply: 801XP 400Hz 
through the transformers. In the case of emergency supply only busbar 901XP is 
serviceable. The system comprises
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Four Identical Transformers

Five Circuit Breakers

Switch 33LP

Fourteen Annunciator Light Test and Interface Boards

EX6

Find the English equivalents for the following word combinations:

 
, 

EX7 

Answer the following questions: 

1.Where is the INT LT/DOME switch 14LE located?

2. What are the positions of this switch?

3. How are the dome lights supplied in emergency configuration?

4.How many lights are used for the lighting of each console?

5.Where are the floor lights fitted?

6. Which lights does the single control dual rheostat control?

7. Which light illuminates the standby equipment?

EX 8

Translate the sentences into English:

3.
—

4.
surge). 
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5. 

EX 9

Put 5 questions to each sentence:

readable lights in the cockpit.

2. They swivel and illuminate the sliding tables of the Captain and First Officer, 
the consoles and the ceiling if necessary.

3. Each controller generates a variable low voltage current source with high 
intensity (from 0 to 5 Volts).

EX 10.

Make sure you know the translation of the words and word combinations

a. Busbar, to be supplied in parallel, to be supplied in series by groups of 
two, circuit breaker, lighting/loud speaker control panel, ambient lighting,

stage relays.
b. INT LT/DOME BRT VDC C/B DIM
c. Interface, rheostat, though, current, readable, gear, voltage, annunciator, 

identical, bulb, instrument, through, hour, swivel, circuit, ambient, 
currant.

UNIT 4
 

CABIN LIGHTS-DESCRIPTION
EX1

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words:

1)s st m 2) læv t 5) p 6) m s le ni s
7) k ntr ri 8) a t m 9)pr 10)k

Lavatory, fasten, fluorescent, purser, item, complete, lavender, miscellaneous,
contrary, procedure, , purse, contamination.

EX2

What do these abbreviations stand for? Match them with the translation:
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1)NS/FSB/RTS
2)CIDS
3)FAP
4)AAP
5)PSU
6)DEU
7)DIR
8)PTP  
9)CAM

a) director
b) Additional/Aft Attendant 
Panel
c)Programming and Test 
Panel
d)Cabin 
Intercommunication Data 
System
e) no smoking, fasten seat 
belt and return to seat 
f) Forward Attendant Panel
g) Passenger Service Unit
h) Decoder/Encoder Units
i) cabin assistant module

EX3

Translate the verbs, use them in sentences of your own:

To divide/ to be divided
To process/ to be processed
To push/ to be pushed

To run/ to be ?
To signal/to be signaled
To monitor/to be monitored
To adjust/ to be adjusted

EX4

Read and translate the text:

CABIN LIGHTS-DESCRIPTION
 

The cabin lighting system illuminates the cabin, the entrances, the lavatories, 
the galley and the attendant work areas.

General Illumination 

Call System

Lavatory Lighting 

Passenger Reading Lights 
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Lavatory Lighted Signs 

NOTE: The Call System and the lighted signs NO SMOKING, FASTEN SEAT 
BELT and RETURN TO SEAT (NS/FSB/RTS) are part of the CIDS (Cabin
Intercommunication Data System)

Cabin General Illumination

The general illumination consists of fluorescent tubes installed in the hatracks 
and the ceiling panels. In each cabin zone the four strips are divided into two

groups for control purposes.

Group I: Lighting strips on the outer side of the lateral hatracks(WINDOW 
LIGHTS).

Group II: Lighting strips in the ceiling panels (inboard side) (CEILING 
LIGHTS).

The entry areas illumination consists of fluorescent tubes installed on the 
entrance area ceiling panels.

The cabin attendants control the general illumination through the FAP (Forward 
Attendant Panel) and the AAP (Additional Attendant Panel(s)), which are part 
of the CIDS

Lavatory Lighting

The lavatory lights are installed above each lavatory door. A microswitch, 
installed at each lavatory door controls the brightness of the lavatory lighting 
system and the indication signs.

The passenger reading and cabin attendant work lights

The passenger reading and cabin attendant work lights are high intensity lights.
Attendant work lights are installed at each attendant station. Each passenger seat 
is provided with a reading light installed in the PSU (Passenger Service Unit).

Passenger Lighted Signs

There are four passenger lighted signs:

The LAVATORY OCCUPIED sign

The FASTEN SEAT BELT sign
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The NO SMOKING sign

The RETURN TO SEAT sign.

CABIN LIGHTS SYSTEM-DESCRIPTION

General

The cabin lights are controlled through the CIDS (Cabin Intercommunication 
Data System) which includes a FAP (Forward Attendant Panel), two directors 
DIRs) (one active and one in standby, and DEUs (Decoder/Encoder 
Units).Some DEUs are used for the light system, they are called type ”A” 
DEUs. Signals from the FAP are processed by the DIRs to control the cabin 
lights. The DIRs transmit these signals to each DEU.

Cabin General Lights

The related DEUs control the cabin fluorescent lamps according to the selection 
on the FAP. The FAP controls the DEUs via the CIDS DIRs to give brightness 
(BRT) levels which are: full or 100% BRT, 50% BRT (Dimming 1) and 10% 
BRT (Dimming 2) for their related window and/or ceiling lights.

Entry Lights

The related DEUs control the entry fluorescent lamps according to the FAP 
selection. The FAP controls the DEUs via the CIDS DIRs in order to give BRT 
levels (100%, 50% or 10%).

NOTE: If the engines are running and the cockpit door is open, the CIDS 
directors signal the DEU of the left forward entry light to set the intensity to 
10%.

Passenger Reading Lights

There is one light for each passenger seat. Each passenger reading light is 
controlled with an integrated pushbutton.

The FAP controls the activation of the passenger reading lights. The related 
DEU supplies DC control power (28V DC) for individual switching. The power 
unit receives 115V AC for the light operation. The test of the passenger reading 
lights is done via the DEUs, using the PTP (Programming and Test Panel).

Attendant Work Lights

The FAP controls the activation of the attendant work lights. The power units 
are installed in the overhead panels above the cabin attendant seats, and receive 
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115V AC for the light operation. Each power unit is connected to a DEU of the 
CIDS DIRs for light test activation, using the PTP.

FAP (CABIN LIGHTING PANEL) & PTP DESCRIPTION

FORWARD ATTENDANT PANEL

General

The FAP (Forward Attendant Panel) is located at the purser’s station. With the 
FAP the various cabin systems can be controlled and monitored. It is connected 
to the directors (DIRs) and to the type B DEUs (Decoder/Encoder Units). The 
FAP is composed of four parts:  the air conditioning panel, the light panel,  the 
audio panel,  the water and miscellaneous panel.

Cabin Lighting

The cabin light panel comprises control keys for the various cabin lights. There 
are controls for the entrance areas and the different cabin sections. The MAIN 
ON key when pushed, switches on the cabin zones and entrance areas lighting 
with 100% intensity, and contrary the MAIN OFF key when pushed, switches 
off the cabin zones and entrance areas lighting. The BRighTness, DIMming 
1and DIM2 keys respectively switch on the lights at 100%, 50% and 10% 
intensity, for the FWD, AFT and MID (only for A321) entrance areas. In 
addition, POWER LAVatory, ATTeNdant and READing keys provide the 
supply respectively for the lavatory lights, attendant work lights and the
passenger reading lights. The WinDoW and CeiLinG keys enable respectively 
to control windows and ceiling lights. Specific zone such as first class, business 
class or tourist class can be controlled via the FAP, the light intensity for these 
zones is adjustable with the BRT, DIM1 or DIM2 key. All pushbuttons, except 
for MAIN ON and MAIN OFF, have integral lights for visual indication of the 
activated functions.

Programming Test Panel (PTP)

The PTP is located next to the FAP. It is equipped with a CAM which contains 
all the software of customer specific layouts. The PTP is used for the 
reprogramming of lights related cabin items and a test of the emergency lights 
system.

The TEST EMER LIGHT SYS switch, on the PTP, starts a test procedure of the 
complete emergency light system.

EX 6

Find the English equivalents for the following:
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EX 7

Answer the following questions:

1.What are the sub-systems for the cabin lighting system?

2. What lights illuminate the cabin from the hatracks and the ceiling panels?

3.Who and how controls the cabin general illumination?

4. How can the brightness of the lavatory lights be controlled?

5. Which cabin lights are high intensity lights?

6. How are the passenger lights tested?

7. How are the flight attendant work lights activated?

EX 8

Translate the sentences:

1.

2.

3.
4.

—
5.

6.

7.
.

EX9

Check you know how to translate these words and word combinations:
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a) Hatrack, ceiling panels, the lateral hatracks, engines are running, entry
areas, to set the intensity to 10%, integrated pushbutton, power units,
purser, miscellaneous panel,and contrary, keys respectively switch.

b) NS/FSB/RTS, CIDS, FAP, AAP, PSU, DEU, DIR, PTP, CAM
c) Lavatory, fasten, fluorescent, purser, item, complete, lavender,

10

Match the incandescent lamp types with their diagrams:

1.Classic

2.Tipped 
candle

3.GLS

4.Candle

5.Mushroom

6. Pygmy

7.Decorative 
round

8.Reflector

9.PAR 38 
reflector 

UNIT 5

CABIN LIGHT-OPERATION 
Cabin Illumination

EX1

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words:

l mbre n 5)d ntr st
8)s n 9)f l
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Throughout, membrane, disable, ballast, follower, succession, foil, purpose,
following, entrance, pursue, airfoil.

EX2

What do these abbreviations stand for? Translate the abbreviations: 

WDO
CLG
VAC
FAP
DEU

Window
Ceiling
Voltage Alternating 
current 
Forward attendant Panel
Decoder/encoder unit

?
?
?
?
?

EX3

Translate the verbs, use them in sentences of your own:

To distribute\ to be distributed
To designate \ to be designated 

To switch\ to be switched
To disable \ to be disabled

The cabin lamps are distributed in four strips throughout the cabin zones. The 
four strips in each cabin zone are divided into two pairs for control purposes. 
The two outboard strips are designated as WINDOW (WDO) lights and the two 
center strips as CEILING (CLG) lights. The system is designed so that the 
window and ceiling lights in each cabin zone can be on together or separately.

When on, the fluorescent lamps can be selected to 100 % (BRT), 50 % (DIM 1) 
or 10 % (DIM 2) intensity. Each fluorescent lamp is installed in a holder which 
contains an integral ballast unit. The units are supplied with 115VAC from 
busbars 212XP and 214XP through circuit breakers 300LG through 307LG 
(cabin lighting) and 308LG (entrance lighting). The lighting system is 
controlled from the forward attendant panel 120RH and the aft attendant panel 
126RH, which contains the following membrane switches:

Forward Attendant Panel (FAP)

MAIN ON when pushed, switches on the cabin zones and entrance areas 
lighting with 100 % intensity. It also causes the integral light in all BRT, WDO 
and CLG membrane switches to come on.
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MAIN OFF when pushed, the cabin zones and entrance area lights goes off 
Also any light of the general illumination switch goes off. This function is 
disabled in flight.

ENTRY
related entrance area lighting to come on with 100 % intensity, ENTRY FWD 
DIM1 and ENTRY AFT DIM1 with 50 %,intensity and ENTRY FWD DIM2 
and ENTRY AFT DIM2 with 10 % intensity. It also causes the integral light 
under the membrane switch foil to come on.The lights may be switched off by 
pushing the membrane switch twice in succession.

lighting to come on with 100 % intensity, FWD DIM1 and AFT DIM1 come on 
with 50 % intensity and FWD DIM2 and AFT DIM2 come on with with 10 % 
intensity.

It also causes the integral lights in the related BRT, WDO and CLG membrane 
switch to come on. The lights may be switched off by pushing the membrane 
switch twice in succession.

membrane switch, the window lights in each cabin zone and the light under the 
membrane switch foil go off. Pushing the membrane switch again will cause the 
lights to come on.

the cabin lighting set on at any intensity. On pushing this 
membrane switch, the ceiling lights in each cabin zone and the light under the 
membrane switch foil go off. Pushing the membrane switch again will cause the 
lights to come on.

Operation/Control and Indication

The forward attendant panel 120RH and the aft attendant panel 126RH are 
connected to the Directors 101RH and 102RH of the CIDS (Cabin 
Intercommunication Data System). The input signals from the forward attendant 
panel 120RH and the aft attendant panel 126RH are processed by the director 
and transmitted to the Decoder/Encoder Units (DEUs). The DEUs accept the 
input data and activate the output to the fluorescent lamps with ballast units in 
accordance with the code presented at the input. The DEU is capable of 
handling up to four fluorescent lamps with ballast units. Three signal lines 
connect each fluorescent lamp with ballast unit to the related DEU. The DEU 
output signal has two levels 0 (0VDC) and 1 (28VDC). With no output signal 
from the associated DEU the fluorescent lamps will illuminate at full brightness.
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The entrance lighting has fluorescent lamps with ballast units installed in the 
ceiling panels at the forward and aft entrances. Two fluorescent lamps are 
installed in the LH and RH ceiling panels at each entrance. The operation is the 
same as the cabin lighting.

1. The entrance lighting at entrance 1 LH is automatically dimmed to DIM2
level (10%) whenever the cockpit door is opened with the engines running. 

2. The CIDS directors 101RH and 102RH receive one signal from the engine

The directors 101RH and 102RH transmit their output signal to the DEU which 
controls the entrance 1 LH fluorescent lamp with ballast unit. The DEU 
provides a DIM2 signal and the light dims to 10% intensity. 

EX6

Find the English equivalents for the following word combinations:

 

EX 7

Answer the following questions: 

1. How many light strips are the cabin lights distributed into?
2. What is the function of the outboard strips?/ center strips?
3. Can the cabin zones be lit separately?
4. What are the modes for the cabin lights?
5. How are the units supplied?
6. Are the cabin and entrance areas supplied using the same CB?
7. What happens, when MAIN ON switch is pushed?
8. How can the lights be switched off using the membrane switch?
9. What are the FAP and AAP connected to?
10.Where are the signals then transmitted to?

EX8 

Translate the sentences: 

1. AAP
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2.  

3.

5.

6. -

AUT. 

EX 9

Make sure you know these words and word combinations:

a) two outboard strips, integral ballast unit, membrane switch, twice in
succession, membrane switch foil ,in accordance with, whenever, with the
engines running ,

Unit 6 

CARGO AND SERVICE COMPARTMENTS.

EX1

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words:

s 2) k

Outlet, service, installed, compartment, adjacent, maintenance, Facilitate,
accessory, facilities, lateral, accessible, hydraulic, outer.
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What do these abbreviations stand for? Translate the abbreviations:

APU
VAC
VDC

Auxiliary power unit
?
?

?
?
?

EX3

Translate the verbs, use them in sentences of your own:

To provide /to be provided
To equip/to be equipped
To transmit /to be transmitted

To install /to be installed
To comprise/to be comprised 
To /to be 

EX 4

Read and translate the text:

General

provide illumination to

the service area, forward and aft cargo compartment, avionics compartment

and wheel wells. A maintenance outlet is installed in the air conditioning duct

and accessory compartment.

AVIONICS COMPARTMENT LIGHTING-DESCRIPTION

General

To help servicing and maintenance operations, some of the compartments are 
equipped with lighting facilities. The lighting system comprises lamps, 
fluorescent tubes, control switches and electrical outlets used for portable 
maintenance lights.

AVIONICS COMPARTMENT LIGHTING

The avionics compartment lighting system consists of a number of lights and 
maintenance outlets. The busbar 601PP supplies the five maintenance outlets 
with 28 VDC through circuit breaker 11LS. The busbar 216XP supplies the 
three maintenance outlets with 115 VAC through circuit breaker 12LS. The 
outlets are located in the forward and aft parts of the avionics compartment. Six 
dome lights provide the illumination of the avionics compartment.

EX
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The busbar 601PP supplies the lights with 28 VDC through circuit breaker 1LS 
and relays 24LS and 25LS. The relay 24LS controls the power supply to the 
lateral L, aft L and R dome lights. The relay 25LS controls the power supply to 
the lateral R, forward L and R dome lights. The door proximity switches 
transmit the ground signal to relays 24LS and 25LS.

Auto Mode

When the service door in zone 125 or zone 128 is open, the associated 
pr
and the L lateral, L and R aft dome lights come on.

When the service door in zone 120 or zone 126 is open, the associated 
proximity switch removes the ground for relay 25LS. Relay 25
and the R lateral, L and R forward dome lights come on.

Manual Mode

When the pushbutton switch 23LS is pressed, the two relays 24LS and 25LS 

the pushbutton switch comes on.

General

the hydraulic compartment. For maintenance practices an electrical outlet is 
installed at the front wheel well and in the hydraulic compartment.

Wheel Well Lighting

dome lights are installed in the hydraulic compartments LH and RH. The busbar 
202PP supplies 28 V DC to all four lights through the circuit breaker 2LL and 
the control switch 12LL. An outlet 3LL is provided in the nosewheel well for 
maintenance purposes. Another outlet 4LL is provided in the hydraulic 
compartment, adjacent to the control switch 12LL, on panel 2025VU. When the 
control switch is placed to the ON position, all lights come on.

 SERVICE&CARGO COMPARTMENT LIGHTING-DESCRIPTION

Service Area Lighting
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The service area lighting system comprises the lights installed in the APU 
compartment and in Section 19. Electrical outlets are provided for portable 
maintenance lights.

The lights and outlets are supplied with 28 V DC from busbar 208PP through 
the circuit breakers 2LJ and 1LJ. Switch 11LJ controls the APU light 6LJ and 
switch 3LJ controls the two lights 4LJ and 5LJ in Section 19. When busbar
208PP is energized and the circuit breaker 1LJ is closed, power is available at 
the two maintenance outlets in Section 19.

The air conditioning compartment is provided with a 28 VDC outlet for a 
portable maintenance light.

Cargo Compartment Lighting

Forward, aft and bulk cargo compartments are lit by fluorescent tubes. Lighting
is also available at the forward and aft loading areas.The fluorescent tubes are 
installed in the ceilings of the FWD, AFT and BULK cargo compartments. 
They are controlled by three switches, located close to the doors. Each loading 
area light is controlled by a switch, located close to the cargo door. The loading 
area light is bracket mounted and its direction can be adjusted.
EX5

Find the English equivalents to the following words and word combinations:

 

.

EX 6

Answer the following questions:

1.Which areas are illuminated within the cargo and service compartment 
lighting?

2. Where is the maintenance outlet installed?

3. How are the forward dome lights activated in auto mode? / manual mode?

4. Which objects are lit alongside with the wheel-well area?
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5.Where is the maintenance light electrical outlet installed in the landing gear 
area?

6. How many dome lights are installed in each of the wheel-well compartment?

7. Which lamps light the forward, aft and bulk cargo compartments?

8. What is the purpose of the loading area light bracket mounting?

EX7 

Translate the sentences: 

1. -

2. -

3.

4. c

EX8

Put five questions to the following sentences:

the hydraulic compartment.

2. The busbar 601PP supplies the lights with 28 VDC through circuit breaker
1LS and relays 24LS and 25LS. 

EX9 

Make sure you know how to translate these words and word combinations

Service area, forward and aft cargo compartment, avionics compartment, wheel 
wells, maintenance outlet, accessory compartment proximity switch, Auto 
Mode, lateral, hydraulic compartment, nosewheel well, to be adjacent to, APU 
compartment, portable maintenance lights, bulk cargo compartment, bracket 
mounted. 
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Revision: 

 

 

, 

 

 
.  

Unit 8 

EXTERIOR LIGHTS
EX1

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words:

z 2) k l n 3)fe z 4)f kst 5)d t l m gl 8)b ld
w d 10) r nz

EX 10
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Exhaust, collision, functions ,phase, fixed, determined, filament, edges, toggle,
build, rearward, various, fluctuations, guarded, phrasal.

EX2

Translate the verbs, use them in sentences of your own:

To fulfil/ to be fulfilled
To rate/ to be rated
To attach/ to be attached
To retract/ to be retracted
To increase/ to be increased

To produce / to be produced
To downlock / to be downlocked
To determine/ to be determined
To cause/ to be  caused
To decrease/ to be decreased
 

  

EX3 

Read and translate the text:

GENERAL

The exterior lighting system fulfils various functions:

illuminating the runway and taxiway

illuminating the wing leading edges and engine air intakes

indicating the aircraft position and direction

reducing collision risk in flight and on ground.

TAXI AND TAKE OFF LIGHTS-DESCRIPTION

General

em illuminates the runway during the taxi and 
the take off phase. Two light units provide the lighting. They are installed on the 
nose landing gear.

System Description

a single filament light (or halogen lamp in alternate solution) 8LR, rated at 450 
Watts, installed on the nose landing gear in a fixed position,

a transformer, to produce rated operating voltage,

a single filament light (or halogen lamp in alternate solution) 7LR, rated at 600 
Watts, installed on the nose landing gear in a fixed position,
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a transformer, to produce rated operating voltage,

two power supply relays 5LR for the takeoff and 6LR for the taxi light,

a switch 4LR, on the cockpit overhead panel.

The 115 VAC busbar 204XP supplies power to the taxi light through the circuit 
breaker 1LR and relay 6LR. The 115 VAC busbar 103XP supplies power to the 
take off light through the circuit breaker 3LR and relay 5LR. The 28 VDC 
busbar 202PP supplies power to the switch 4LR through the circuit breaker 

6LR with a ground signal when the nose landing gear is downlocked.

Operation

With energized busbars and closed circuit breakers, 115 VAC is supplied to the 
contacts of the power relays. The control switch is supplied with 28 VDC. 
When the nose landing gear is downlocked, the power supply relays get a 
ground signal. When the control switch 4LR is in the TAXI position, the relay 
6LR energizes and the taxi light 8LR comes on. With the switch 4LR in the T.O 
position, the relay 5LR energizes and continues to energize the relay 6LR. The 
taxi light 8LR and the take off light 7LR come on. When the nose landing gear 
is unlocked, the ground signal for the power supply relays is removed. The take 
off light and the taxi light go off. You can also switch off the lights with the 
switch 4LR in the OFF position.

WING & ENGINE SCAN LIGHTS DESCRIPTION

General

Two lights are installed, one on each side of the forward fuselage. They 
illuminate the engine air intakes and the wing leading edges. It is possible to 
examine these areas in flight; for example, to determine the build up of ice.The 
toggle switch 2LX controls the lights.

Description

The wing and engine scan light system has two lights 3LX and 4LX with a 
fixed single filament. The lights are installed one on each side in the forward 
fuselage of the aircraft. An attached transformer gives the rated operation 
voltage to each light. Electrical power comes from the 115 VAC busbars 202XP 
and 103XP through the circuit breakers 1LX and 5LX.
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The switch 2LX is supplied with 115 VAC when: the busbars 202XP and 
103XP are energized, the circuit breakers 1LX and 5LX are closed. The wing 
and engine scan lights come on when the switch 2LX is in the ON position.

NAVIGATION LIGHTS

The Navigation Light system gives an external, visual indication of the position

on the tail cone 
below the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) exhaust.

System Description

tail cone, below the APU exhaust. Each light assembly has a different colored 
lens:

the tail navigation light has a clear lens.

The navigation lights are controlled by the toggle switch 3LA which is installed 
on the overhead panel 25VU in the cockpit. The switch has two positions,
which are identified NAV & LOGO ON/OFF

Operation/Control and Indicating

With the switch 3LA set to ON, the 115V AC SERVICE BUS 2, 216XP 
supplies power through:

the circuit breaker 1LA

the switch 3LA (to energize the relay 6LA)

assemblies 9LA(10LA)

12.15V AC to the lights. The lamps come on.
supplies 12V AC to the tail navigation light. The lamp comes on.

With the switch 3LA set to OFF:

Operation
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rgized

the lamps go off.

When the towing tractor is connected it supplies 115V AC through:

the electrical box 5GC,

wingtip navigation light assemblies 9LA(10LA),

the closed contac

supplies 12V AC to the tail navigation light.The lamp comes on. When the 
towing tractor is disconnected the lamps go off.

LOGO LIGHTS

The logo lights 4LY and 5LY are installed on the horizontal stabilizer in the 
zones 334 and 344. Each logo light consists of a housing which contains the 
lamp assembly and
lowers the aircraft 115VAC to 28VAC power supply.

The toggle switch ’NAV/LOGO’ 3LA, installed on the cockpit overhead panel 
25VU, controls the logo lights together with the navigation lights. The toggle 
switch has an ON and OFF position. When you set the toggle switch 3LA to the 
ON position the logo lights come on automatically during taxiing, take-off and 
landing.

With the switch NAV & LOGO (3LA) set to ON,115 V AC is supplied to the 
relay 6LA. When the flaps are lowered to 15 degrees or more, or the 

of the light assemblies. From these transformers a decreased voltage of 28 V 
DC is supplied to the logo lights 3LY (4LY) which causes the logo lights to go 
on.

degrees, the ground signal is removed. In this condition, the logo lights go out.

Also, with the switch NAV & LOGO (3LA) set to OFF, the relay 6LA is 
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Find the English equivalents to the following: 

 

 

 
, 

   

EX5

Answer the following questions: 

1. What functions does the exterior lighting system carry out?
2. What lights the runway and taxiway during the taxi and the take off

phase?
3. What kind of lamp is usually/optionally installed on the nose gear?
4. Is the taxi light installed flexibly?
5. When does the landing gear computer supply the ground signal to the

corresponding relays?
6. Why is it necessary to examine the engine air intakes and the wing

leading edges in flight?
7. Where are the navigational lights installed?
8. How are their lens colored?
9. Where are the logo lights installed?
10.What do the logo lights consist of?

EX 6

Translate into English:

-

-
-

. 

4 - -

EX 4
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-

5.

EX 7 

Make sure you know how to translate these words and word combinations:

wing leading edges, engine air intakes, aircraft position, reducing collision risk, 
taxi light, a single filament light, 
computer, nose landing gear is downlocked, wing & engine scan lights, to 
determine the build up of ice, toggle switch, at the edge of each wing tip, light 
assembly, APU exhaust, colored lens, towing tractor, the coil of the relay. 

EX 8

Match the switch types on the diagram with their names:

 1)Slide

2)Rotary

3)DIP

4)Toggle

5)Push button

6)Dynamite 
plunger 

UNIT 9

ANTICOLLISION LIGHTS DESCRIPTION

ANTICOLLISION LIGHTS
EX1

Match the words with their transcription. There are 3 extra words:
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1)r k n 2)d za zj l 4) ns l
2)k ne n

13) be 14)pr k n 15) n 16)gl v

Isolate, designed, visual, fuselage, above, occur, alternately, environment,
injury, synchronization, deterioration, dove, intensity, contamination, obey,
precaution, ignition, glove, recognition.

EX2

Find the verbs in the Passive, use them in active sentences of your own, if
possible.

EX3

Read and translate the text:

General

The aircraft recognition lighting system is designed as a visual aid to other 
aircraft, so reducing the possibility of a collision.

The system consists of:

and on the bottom of the aircraft fuselage.

installed in each wing tip facing forward and one is installed in the tailcone, 
below the APU exhaust, facing rearwards.

Description

Two anticollision /beacon lights are installed, 7LV on the top and 6LV on the 
bottom of the aircraft fuselage. The anticollision/beacon lights are high intensity 
red discharge lamps. Each lamp is supplied from an individual power unit. The 
anticollision/beacon lights flash at approx. 60 flashes per minute, when the 
BEACON switch 2LV is in the ON position.

Three strobe lights are installed, two at each wing tip on the leading edges 
16LV and 17LV and one on the tail cone 19LV. The strobe lights are high 
intensity white lights synchronized to operate alternately with the 
anticollision/beacon light. The forward facing strobe lights flash at approx. 120 
flashes per minute and the rearward facing strobe light flashes at approx. 60 
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flashes per minute. This occurs when the STROBE switch 11LV is either in the 
ON or AUTO position.

Operation

The aircraft recognition lighting system consists of two independent systems 
which are designed to operate alternately in synchronization:

the strobe light system.

”ON” position. This causes the power supply units (3LV) and (4LV) to energize 

(7LV) with power.

control switch (11LV), located on the overhead panel 25VU, is in the 
”ON/AUTO” position. This causes the power supply units (14LV), (15LV) and 
(18LV) to energize and supply the two strobe lights (16LV) and (17LV) on each 
wing tip and the strobe light (19LV) on the tailcone with power.

If a malfunction should occur at the hi
power supply units, this does not have an affect of the function of the fuselage

EXT LT PANEL (25VU)

BEACON sw

This switch turns on and off the two flashing red lights, one on top and one on 
the bottom of the fuselage.

STROBE sw

This switch turns on and off the three synchronized strobe lights, one on each 
wing tip and one below the tail cone.

ON: The strobe lights flash white.

AUTO: The strobe lights come on automatically when the main gear strut is not 
compressed.

OFF : The strobe lights are off
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General

Two retractable landing lights are installed on the bottom of the wings. The 
lights operate through maximum operating speeds (VMo).The landing light 
system provides lighting to illuminate the runway when the aircraft lands at 
night. Two landing lights 7LB and 8LB are installed one on the underside of 
each wing. Each light has a separate control switch 5LB and 6LB.They can be 
extended at all aircraft speeds.

System Description

8LB are installed on the bottom of the LH and RH wings. Each landing light has 
an independent extension/retraction and illumination circuit. Two toggle 
switches, LAND L 5LB and LAND R 6LB, control the landing light system.

These switches are installed on the overhead panel 25VU in the cockpit. When 
the landing lights are extended, an indication ’LAND LT’ is shown on the CRT 
(Cathode Ray Tube) as a memo message. The CRT is a part of the Electronic 
Centralized Aircraft Monitoring system (ECAM)

LANDING LIGHT OPERATION

Power Supply

The 115V AC busbars, 101XP and 202XP, supply power to the LH and RH 
landing lights through the circuit breakers 1LB, 2LB, 3LB and 4LB. These 
circuit breakers are installed on panel 122VU in the cockpit. The circuit 
breakers 1LB and 2LB control the power supply to the LH and RH landing light 

ase motors of the landing lights.

Operation/Control and Indicating

Two control switches 5LB and 6LB are installed on the overhead panel 

These switches are operated 
from RETRACT to OFF to ON for extension and illumination of the landing 
lights.

Then from ON to OFF to RETRACT, to set the landing lights to off and to 
retract them. These operations are as follows: 

LANDING LIGHT DESCRIPTION
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RETRACT to OFF

Power is supplied to the extend coil of the related motor, through a 
microswitch, to extend the related landing light.

OFF to ON

Power is supplied to the related power relay, and 
the closed contacts of a microswitch. This connects 115V AC, 400Hz, to the 

landing light comes on.

ON to OFF

This removes power from the related power relay and opens the contacts of the 
microswitch. This removes 115V AC, 400 Hz, from 
and the related landing light goes off.

OFF to RETRACT

Power is supplied to the retract coil of the related motor, which retracts the 
related landing light. The landing light stays off.

 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

When you work on the light system, make sure that you obey all the AMM 
(Aircraft Maintenance Manual) safety procedures. This will prevent injury to 
persons and/or damage to the aircraft.

Here is an overview of main safety precautions related to the light system.

Isolate the electrical circuits from the related equipment and the environment to 
prevent injury to persons and/or aircraft damage. Do not disconnect the 

electrical circuits. When you change a lamp, do not touch the glass with your 
fingers. The oils from your skin will quickly cause deterioration of the lamp. If 

look directly towards the lights without eyes protection. Their intensity can be 
high enough to cause permanent damage to your eyes. Make sure that there are 
no signs of fuel contamination in the landing light assembly. If you find fuel 
contamination, the landing light must not be operated.

If you do not obey this precaution, ignition of the remaining fuel in the landing 
light can occur.
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Put the safety devices and the warning notices in position before you start a task 
on or near:  the flight controls,  the flight control surfaces,  the landing gear and 
the related doors,  components that move.

electrical circuits. The high voltage electrical current in the capacitor of the 
strobe light is dangerous.

Do not touch the strobe lights for at least 5 minutes after operation. The strobe 
light will still be hot. Use gloves when removing lamps, oils from your skin can 
deteriorate the life of the bulbs.

Be careful if you touch the strobe light with the cover removed and the power 
on. Some components have dangerous voltages.

EX4

Find the English equivalents to the words and word combinations: 

 
 

 

  
  

EX5

Answer the following questions:

1.What is the aircraft recognition lighting system designed for?

2. What does it consist of?

3. Where are the components installed?

4. What colour and intensity are the lights?

5. How is each lamp supplied?

6. Why are the landing lights retractable?

7. What are the safety precautions for the work on the lights system?
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Translate the following sentences:

-

-

-

-
—

-

-

EX 6
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-

-

EX  7

Make sure you remember the words and word combinations:

 tailcone, anticollision /beacon 
lights, discharge lamps, to be synchronized to operate alternately, the main gear 
strut, retractable landing lights,  
environment cloth, fuel contamination in the 
landing light assembly  

Unit 10

GETTING READY FOR THE EXAM
 

Read and translate the text. Put 5 questions to the text. Render it.

LAVATORY LIGHTING/ PASSENGER READING LIGHTS

LAVATORY LIGHTING-DESCRIPTION

General

The lavatory lighting system consists of a fluorescent lamp, an integrated ballast 
unit and a halogen lamp installed in each lavatory. The POWER LAV 
membrane switch on the forward attendant panel 120RH controls the power for 
the fluorescent lamps. A microswitch is installed in each lavatory door frame 
and controls the halogen lamp and the illumination level of the fluorescent tube.

System Description

The lavatory lighting system has: 
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a fluorescent lamp with a ballast unit installed above the lavatory door in each 
lavatory.

a halogen lamp installed adjacent to the lavatory mirror in each lavatory.

a microswitch installed at each lavatory door frame. The microswitch is a part 
of the lavatory lighted signs system

LAVATORY LIGHTING OPERATION

SYSTEM OPERATION

Power Supply

The 115VAC from the busbar 214XP supplies the fluorescent lamps through the 
circuit breaker 1LQ and the power control relay 2LQ. The pushbutton 

controls the power supply for the fluorescent lamps.

The 28VDC from the busbar 208PP supplies the lavatory occupied signs and 
auxiliary lights through the circuit breakers 1WJ, 11WJ and the door 
microswitches.

Operation

The system is supplied with power when the busbars are energized and the 
circuit breakers 1LQ, 1WJ and 11WJ are closed. With the door microswitch in 
the FREE position the halogen lamp is disconnected from the 28VDC. The DIM 
1 (50 %) input of the ballast unit is supplied with 28VDC.When the switch 
POWER LAV on the forward attendant panel 120RH is pushed relay 2LQ 
energizes. Each lavatory ballast unit is supplied with 115VAC and the 
fluorescent lamp comes on with 50 % intensity.

When the lavatory door is locked, the related door microswitch changes over to 
the ENGAGED position and the halogen lamp is supplied with 28VDC. The 
28VDC is disconnected from the DIM 1 input of the ballast unit and the 
fluorescent lamp illuminates with 100 % intensity.

The integral light under the POWER LAV membrane switch foil (on the 
forward attendant panel 120RH) comes on when the membrane switch is 
initially pushed. When the membrane switch is pushed again, the fluorescent 
lamps in the lavatory go off. Also the integral light under the POWER LAV 
membrane switch foil goes off.
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All fluorescent lights go off when the membrane switch LIGHT MAIN OFF on 
the forward attendant panel 120RH is pushed. Other systems are also switched 
off with this membrane switch at the same time.

PASSENGER READING LIGHTS-OPERATION

System Description

installed in the PSUs (Passenger Service Units) channel above the passenger 

the number of seat rows.

Power Supply

115VAC is supplied to the reading lights from the busbars 110XP and 210XP.

This is controlled through the circuit breakers 1LW thru 6LW and the relays 
7LW and 8LW.

The power units change the 115VAC to 6VAC for the light operation on classic

aircraft types. On enhanced systems the PISA (Passenger Interface Supply

Adapter) changes the 115VAC into 28VDC. A fuse in each line gives protection

for the transformer and the related PCB (Printed Circuit Board). A membrane 
switch POWER READ on the FAP (Forward Attendant Panel) 120RH controls

the power supply for the reading lights.

Operation

When the POWER READ membrane switch on the FAP 120RH is pushed, the 
power units 511RH and 512RH are activated. The coils of the relays 7LW and 
8LW in the panel 2000VU are energized. This closes the contacts of the relays 
and 115VAC is supplied to the power units.

ground pulse is supplied to the voltage control circuit. This completes the 

115VAC down to 6VAC which causes the lights to come on.

A test of the reading lights, the work lights and the PCB circuits is made by the 
related BITE test on the PTP(Programming and Test Panel) 110RH. In this test 
all reading lights and work lights come on for approximately 3 s and then go 
off.


